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Abstract: Adrenocortical carcinoma is a rare malignant disease, occu-
rring in 0.5-2 per 1,000,000 cases annually. Clinical signs may arise due 
to autonomous hormonal hypersecretion by the tumor, but also due to 
local compressive symptoms in the abdomen. The success of treatment 
depends on early diagnosis, with the recommended treatment being 
definitive adrenalectomy. An essential strategy in the further treatment 
of such complex malignancies is chemotherapy with mitotane. Thanks 
to advancements in medical sciences and comprehensive research, there 
will be an improved approach in the detection and treatment of adreno-
cortical carcinomas.

We presented a female patient who, during follow-up for operated colon 
adenocarcinoma, was incidentally found on CT to have a lesion in the 
right adrenal gland. Due to its size and results consistent with subclinical 
Cushing’s syndrome, the lesion was operated on, and histopathological 
findings indicated adrenocortical carcinoma. Given the confirmed adre-
nocortical carcinoma, therapy with mitotane was initiated.

Introduction:

Adrenocortical carcinoma (ACC) is a rare malignant tumor of the adrenal glands 
with a poor prognosis and often lethal outcome. It occurs in only 0.5-2 per 1,000,000 
cases annually. Common presentations of this tumor include hypercorticism, viri-
lization, and compressive symptoms, with 45% of cases manifesting as Cushing’s 
syndrome and 10% presenting solely with virilization. These tumor masses can locally 
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invade surrounding blood vessels, and rarely, tumor thrombus formation can occur. 
The success of treatment depends on the timing of diagnosis.

Case Report:

Patient O.M., a 46-year-old female, was hospitalized at the Clinic for investiga-
tion of a tumor lesion in the right adrenal gland. Since April 2022, she had undergone 
resection of the sigmoid colon due to moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma of 
the colon, followed by chemotherapy sessions. During radiographic staging, CT scans 
from June to December 2022 were normal. However, a CT scan of the abdomen in 
July 2023 revealed a well-defined oval lesion in the right adrenal gland measuring 
28x46x46 mm. Comparison with a previous CT scan showed that the lesion had been 
present but not described, measuring 25x18x25 mm. Later, ultrasound monitoring indi-
cated that the lesion size ranged from 7x5.6 cm to 9.2x8.5 cm, with suspected necrotic 
areas. During hospitalization at the Clinic in November 2023, a CT scan described a 
heterodense centrally necrotic lesion in the right adrenal gland, measuring 92x98x122 
mm, impinging on the right lobe of the liver but preserving the surrounding fat plane 
without CT signs of active contrast extravasation. The left adrenal gland was normal.

Functional testing indicated autonomous cortisol secretion (ACTH: 10; Basal 
cortisol: 419; dex screening, cortisol: 113.0) with slightly elevated testosterone and 
DHEA-S	 levels	 (Total	 testosterone:	 2.61...4.5;	 Free	 testosterone:	 3.51;	DHEA-S:	
12.0...16.5). There was no catecholamine excess, while aldosterone and plasma renin 
activity (PRA) were within the reference range (aldo/PRA ratio: 5.26). Chromogranin 
was positive (CGA 111.8 ng/mL).

In December 2023, a right-sided adrenalectomy was performed, and the histopat-
hological diagnosis was adrenocortical carcinoma (ACC), an encapsulated high-grade 
tumor measuring 115x82x85 mm with scant peripheral fat tissue fragments. The tumor 
had extensive areas of necrosis and hemorrhage, infiltrated the capsule without breac-
hing it, showed lymphovascular invasion, and had clear margins. No tumor tissue was 
found in the pericapsular fat tissue or liver tissue. Pathological staging was pT2NxMx. 
Immunohistochemistry (IHH) was positive for CK, CAM5 2 (technically unsuccess-
ful),	SF1+,	Calretinin+,	Inhibin+,	Melanin	A+,	Synaptophysin+,	NSE+,	Vimentin+,	
INSM 1+.Postoperatively, the patient was started on Hydrocortisone 15+5 mg. She 
feels well. Hormone levels are as follows: ACTH 1.4 pmol/L; Cortisol 145 nmol/L; 
Testosterone	0.29	nmol/L;	DHEA-S	0.4	µmol/L.	Physical	examination	showed	no	
significant pathological clinical signs. Laboratory results indicated borderline low 
HGB levels and a negative inflammatory syndrome. There were no disturbances in 
glucose regulation or nitrogen retention, and electrolytes and tumor markers were 
normal	(Table	1).	Postoperatively,	testosterone	levels	normalized	with	lower	DHEA-S	
values	(Total	testosterone:	0.55;	DHEA-S:	0.8).	Baseline	ACTH	levels	were	normal	
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(ACTH: 2.42), and the cortisol profile indicated adequate substitution with Hydro-
cortisone (Cortisol: 256...932; 125...473; 129; <27.6).

Table 1. Laboratory

CRP 2,3

WBC 5,3

HGB 121

PLT 164

GLC 5

HB1C 5,9

Na 142

K 4,3

Testosteron 0,55

DHEA-S 0,8

AFP < 2.00

CEA 3,1

CA 125 6

CA 19-9 11

NSE 4,4

CT <0,5

Radiography of the lungs, heart, and ultrasound of the neck showed no abnor-
malities. However, a subcapsular hyper to hyperechoic lesion measuring 12x18 mm 
was	observed	in	segment	VI	of	the	liver.	On	a	follow-up	abdominal	CT	scan,	the	liver	
was of normal size, with the craniocaudal diameter of the right lobe measuring 136 
mm, homogeneous, without clear focal changes. At the S7/S6 boundary, a clip was 
seen, adjacent to which a hypodense zone measuring 7x18 mm was observed, chan-
ging shape across slices (stretching) and consistent in all phases of the scan, likely an 
artifact from the clips. The right adrenal gland was operated on, with no signs of local 
recurrence. One clip was detected in the surgical bed, causing artifacts in segments 
S6 and S7 of the liver. The left adrenal gland had a normal CT morphology. Post-left 
hemicolectomy status, otherwise unremarkable. During hospitalization, morphological 
and functional examinations were conducted following right adrenalectomy. Due to the 
ultrasound-detected focal liver lesion, an abdominal CT scan was performed, revealing 
it was a clip. The patient had a hysterectomy with adnexectomy (CA cervix) in 2018. 
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Family history is positive for colon cancer. During chemotherapy, she developed a 
rash in the neck area accompanied by choking. She smokes 20 cigarettes per day.

Discussion:

Recently, with the widespread use and technological advancement of abdominal 
imaging techniques, tumors or masses of the adrenal glands, known as incidentalomas, 
have become a common medical challenge in clinical practice. Incidentally discovered 
lesions need to be morphologically and functionally evaluated to determine if they are 
hormonally active and if they have malignant characteristics. Only 10% of incidenta-
lomas are functional, while 2% are ACC.Adrenocortical carcinoma (ACC) is a rare 
adrenal malignancy that can occur at any age, with the highest prevalence between 40 
to 60 years. It occurs more frequently in females and can manifest as hormonally active 
adrenal glands in 50-60% of patients. Most patients may exhibit phenotypic features 
of excessive autonomous cortisol secretion, i.e., Cushing’s syndrome, while 30-40% 
of	patients	may	experience	abdominal	discomfort	and	back	pain.	Early	diagnosis	is	
a crucial predictor of treatment success and prognosis in ACC. Five-year survival is 
60-80% for ACC confined to the adrenal bed, while it is 35-50% for locally advanced 
ACC. However, in the case of metastatic disease, survival is much lower, ranging 
from 0-28%.Diagnosis is based on laboratory tests: 1. serum glucose and electrolytes, 
2. serum cortisol, 3. adrenal androgens, 4. catecholamines and metabolites in urine, 
5. screening tests, and radiological methods such as CT and MRI of the abdomen 
(Scheme 1). Complications, as with other malignancies, may include local invasion, 
systemic effects from hormone hypersecretion, paraneoplastic syndrome, cachexia, 
and	bone	pain	in	cases	of	metastasis.	Unfortunately,	at	the	time	of	diagnosis,	most	
ACC patients have advanced disease, making it essential to investigate incidentalomas 
or adrenal gland masses.

In the literature, the clear characteristics of ACC are: irregular shape, size over 
4 cm, intralesional calcifications and hemorrhage or necrosis, unilateral localizati-
on,local	invasion,	CT	Hounsfield	units	>	20	HU.	To	investigate	the	functionality	of	
adrenal masses, screening-confirmatory tests should be performed, such as: Over-
night dexamethasone suppression test with 1 mg dexamethasone, 24-hour urinary 
cortisol excretion test. If results are inconclusive, further evaluation can include 
measuring the diurnal rhythm of serum cortisol or salivary cortisol with additional 
suppression tests. Adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) may be decreased in cases 
of	autonomous	cortisol	production.	Evaluation	must	also	include	testing	for	possible	
pheochromocytoma by measuring catecholamines and metabolites in 24-hour urine, 
as these substances have a short half-life in serum and are not routinely measured. 
Occasionally, biochemical findings may show decreased potassium levels due to 
excessive cortisol acting through mineralocorticoid receptors or hyperaldosteronism. 
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For virilization and feminization syndromes, serum adrenal androgens, testosterone, 
estradiol, and 17-ketosteroids in 24-hour urine are measured.Treatment of non-fun-
ctional adrenal tumors is based on their size, with practically all tumors over 6 cm 
requiring removal. However, the surgical gray zone includes tumors between 3 to 6 
cm, with some authors suggesting a threshold of 4 or 5 cm for adrenalectomy. If the 
clinical picture, morphological, and functional evaluations suggest a likely carcinoma, 
the treatment of choice is total surgical resection.

Besides surgery, chemotherapy plays an indispensable role in treating these 
patients. Mitotane is the main chemotherapeutic agent for ACC treatment, used as 
primary therapy, adjuvant therapy, and in case of disease recurrence. Treatment starts 
with a dose of 2 to 3 grams for adults, gradually increasing until the therapeutic range 
in serum (14-20 mg/L) is reached. Monitoring mitotane serum levels is necessary 
due to the drug’s neurotoxicity, which occurs when concentrations exceed 20 mg/L. 
The therapeutic concentration is reached 3 to 5 months after the start of treatment. 
This potent drug controls cortisol hypersecretion by inhibiting cholesterol synthesis 
and 11-beta oxidation. A meta-analysis involving 1249 patients showed that adjuvant 
mitotane is an excellent postoperative strategy, leading to longer relapse-free survival 
and overall survival.Side effects during mitotane treatment are mostly gastrointestinal, 
including nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, depression, poor concentration, and disrupted 
liver function tests. Due to its adrenolytic effect, patients treated with mitotane require 
exogenous steroid administration (Table 2).

After treatment, follow-up is recommended every month during the first two 
years due to the risk of recurrence and the appearance of lung metastases, significantly 
improving long-term survival. Radiological monitoring of the abdomen and the most 
common metastatic sites of ACC should be performed every three months during the 
first two years, every four months in the third and fourth years, and every six months 
in the fifth year.Metastases from other organs are a common finding, usually bilateral 
but can be unilateral. The most common primary tumors that metastasize to the adrenal 
glands are: Lung carcinoma, colorectal carcinoma, breast and pancreatic carcinoma. 
Other less frequently reported tumors include: Hepatocellular carcinoma, malignant 
melanoma, osteosarcoma, etc.

Conclusion:
Research	has	significantly	contributed	to	understanding	the	pathology	

and pathogenesis of ACC. However, ACC remains a complex disease with poor 
outcomes. The key to successful treatment is early diagnosis due to the overall 
poor	prognosis,	with	adrenalectomy	being	the	definitive	cure.	To	date,	mitotane	
represents the most effective drug as adjuvant therapy. We presented a patient 
who, during follow-up for resected colon adenocarcinoma, was incidentally 
found to have a lesion in the right adrenal gland on CT. Due to its size and results 
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consistent with subclinical Cushing’s syndrome, the lesion was surgically 
removed,	 and	 histopathology	 confirmed	 it	was	ACC.	The	 hydrocortisone	
curve	indicates	adequate	substitution,	and	given	the	confirmed	ACC,	mitotane	
therapy was initiated alongside an initial increase in the hydrocortisone dose.
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